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C4.1 Before we recommend an instrunent for use in t' act training, we noed to

L.LJ be specific about what the instranent is and wbst Vas too.chers are being trained

for. .le need to be precise about what the teacher doss in that subject 3f
instruction. As you will Ir.ve noticed, our topic is veiy broad, thoa.cf,h the sub-

title narraM it (lo..in to sortothin_xr, reasonably within the knowledtcp of your speaker,

ibr our present purpose, the instrauent is -`0.-e sound motion picture and the tsactnrs

in question are balk; trained. for instruction in a modern foreiga 1, ,n subject

in which the teacher's role is both similar to and different from that of teachers
in other areas of the curriculum.

If we are to talk about piotures, we sh-2.11 have to talk about light. If we

are to talk about language, wa shall have to talk about sound. And as we talk

about pictures and language, we should place tram in that whole 1pectrum of

symbolic transformations which includes music, mathematics, and itusl, among

others, and of which pictures and language aro such important areas. And again,

if we are to talk about teachers, wa must talk about loarning, and about the

teacher's all.important role in helping leminr to occur.

I propose to treat our topic under six different headings, as follows:
1) Learning and knowin2.,...

Cr"' 2) The five senses.

ft"'"
3) The physics and the psychology of light and. sound..

The nature of langu,-.1,f,-s.

5) The sound. motion picture in the foraipA language course.

6) Me sound motion pictur in teacher training.
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How do we learn? How do we know what we kno4? These are anciont, incessant

problems and of course we cannot give satisfactory answers. 3ut these questions

must he in our minds if we are to do anything at 9.11 with our topic. de are

constantly learning while we are awake, evon thou:;h wbnt we learn may be utterly

trivial. The daily newspaper is filled--or purports to 1:o--with what we did not

know before. Learning can be compared to Oe tidewater ayoa that separates the

sea from the land. It is a sloping, marginal region that divides nonknowing

from knowing. Sometimes this aroa is very narrow and can be crossed in a second

or so, as it is when we learn, for example, the score of yosterdaygs ball game.

Again, it can be miles in width and be vent) difficult to traverse, as it is when

we are learning how to playa musical instN)xnant or to colunicat9 in a language

other than our own. Many hundreds of hours of very code:itrated effort are

then required to go from non-knowing to knowing. One thinks of the immense

tidal flats that lie to the west of A. Saint .lichel in Normandy, upon which

one does not dare venture without a guide.

Our professional use of the word learning refers usually to formal learning

in whet we call the classroom situatiou.-a brand of learning of immense importance.

This importance is recognized by all of us here, though this is by no means

universally true in our culture, as the percentage of our national income the::

is devoted to education rather soberly indicates. As for the word, knowing, for

the sake of argument, let me hazard the statement that we know what we know by

three different means, one, by perception, that is through data received by the

senses, two, by instinct, that is, through genes and. chrcmosomes received from

our parents, and three, by intuition, that is, by piecing together bits anu

parts of the residua laid down in our cerebral cortex by the first two Processes.

This is not a scientific statement, merely a poetic one. ant perhaps wort of

Consideration even so.

Jhatever we way think about the role of inst.:mat and intuition in knowing,

we can all agree on perception. It us speak about it in some detail. Talk

about perception brings with it talk about cognition, and happily so, for one of

the greet events of scientific psychology in our century has teen the rediscovery

of cognition. ;Then I was in college, forty years asp, in the heyday of. John B.

Jatson and. behaviorism, the stimulus produced the response, and that was that.
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You went from S to R and no nonsense. Nowadaq5, a small 'c' ia inserted between

i and a, opening up a world of possibilities for Ur student of lanuage learning..

For that little 'c' stands for cognition, which the dictionary defines as that

activity of the mind which receives sense Impressions and elaborates concepts

from them." A concept is defined. as "an idea generalized from pexticular instances."

It is perception that lets us observe a dinner napkin, a snowball, a lump of sugar,

an Easter lily, and recognize arch for what it is. But it is cognition that lets

us extract from than a universal quality, whiteness, which all these possess, and

lets us deal internally with that quality and give it a name, whiteness. It is

perception that lets us touch an ice cube, a dog's nose, a trout stream, a
cellar wall, and again recognize each for what it is, yet it is cognition that

permits us to extract from them a common quality of coolness and another of wet.

mess, to give than names, and to recognize these qualities or universals when we

encounter them again in other objects.

It is easy to conclude that pictures can rapreoeut particulars, the napkin,

the snowball, the ice cube, the trout stream, in a 7el'y satisfactory way. On

the other band, the universals, whiteness, coolness, we are far better

represented. by words. Jhoever it was who first sari: "A picture is worth a thousand

words* forgot to add: "If we are seeking to particularize." aut, just as often,

we are seeking to generalize. For passport identification, picture is probably

better than any number of words. But if we wish to refer to those inhabitants

of this city who support its government by giving up a sizeable part of their

yearly income in taxes, the single word "taxpayer" is surely bettor than a thousand
pictures. Our understanding of the difference between talk-. and pictures, that is,

between discuYsive and presentational forms, begins here. For it is the tendency
of pictures to particularize and of talk to gmeralize.

The role of perception in learningandrauwing is of course maximal, and the

appeal of the talking picture 1.a very great, with all its promise of selection,

concentration, and control over what the learn ©r will see and h3ar. Does the

talking picture live up to this promise in the learning of a new languav?
Our answer will be conditioned by our definition of languaja and the differences
we can find between seeing and hearing.
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Further comment on poroeption brings us to the second item on our.' list, the
five senses. The range of sight is practically limitless. :11th the eye 1J8 can
easily travel to the moon, the sin, the stars, even to neighboring galaxies. :re

all know how deprived is the eerson who does not have at his disposal the sense
of sight. The sense of hearing is far more limited., for sound, as perceiNed by
the senses, travels only through the sea of air in which we live. It travels
slowly and not very far. :Ile can see our neigh-or a half.mile away, but we cannot
hear him. The third. sense, odor, requires the transfer through the air of
odor.bearing particles to our roses, though the point of origin may be at some
distance from us. Touch requires close physical contact with the object in
question, o touch being spread one all parts of our bodies. The

sense of taste is the most intimate of all, fo what is to be tasted. must
actually be taken into our mouths. Through perception aud corpition we learn
by means of our senses to know with what we are surroureed. Often more than
one sense is involved in knowing an object. It glass of ginger ale, for example,
has a messed, for all five.

The term vaudio.visual', tow apparently about three decades old, under..
scores the importance of sight and hearing in the processes of learning and
knowing. I suppose a really thorough.going term would be caudio..visual.
olefactory.tactile.gustatery.' (And. don't think such aids may not be on the
market before long) The word. laudio.visual3 is not meant to slight the otbor
senses, it merely indicates the geat predaninance of those two. The term
saudio.visuall and the talking picture cam into being at about the same tive.
With perhaps more enthusiasm than discrimination, audio and visual have been
used together very extensively, almost as if they were inseparable. Sometimes

they have been asked. to carry nearly the whole burden of instruction.

But nothing is the answer to everything, and a closer an of
phenomenon of langInge has revealed. vast aritical areas in which soma
independent of sight, an has made us rather startlingly aware of what
do and cannot do, as well as of what the ear can do and calanot do. In
understand in what pro$indly different ways pictures and sounds
information to the mind, we mr.st consider the thfxd item in our list,
physics and psychology of light and sound.

tin
is totally
the eye can
order to

the
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The unit of light is a photon, a tiny bundle of energy released as an

elec_...on shifts from one orbit to another n iU race around the nucleus of an

atom. Photons travel in enomous quantities and faster than mythlms else Wet

know of. A brief glance at a scene or a picture of a scene ,divas us a great deal

of information about it in an incredibly short time. The mechanism of the eye

permits us to receive a message by means of light about the dimnsions, color,

and relative position of a great many objects, all in less than a second.

To do this, however, our eyes must be directed the right way. If we turn our

heads or close our eyelids, the message is cut off.

Sound canes to us in a very different manner. The air that torches our

ears is set in motion by whatever makes the sound in a way not unlike the

dropping of a pebble into a pool of water. Sound continues to reach, us no matter

what the position of our bodies, and we cannot shut off orr ears ap we can our

eyes. The ear is very able in distinguishing between degrees of volume and

qualities of sound. But aword message that is to be borne by sound takes much

longer to convey and IS often far less precise than a messagp borne by a picture.

ie should note in passing that the body can receive sound. and also emit it. The

human body does not emit light, though other living creatures do so. No doubt

the whole story of communication would. be far different if we ware as giftea as

the fireflies.

A fuller exploration of the differences 'between presentational and discursive

forms (that is, between pictures andlln is not permitted us in this discussion.

But the blunt truth is that we shall never unAerstand talking pictures, and far

less their role in education, until wo take the time, muster the patience, and

acquire the mind"set to male such explorations.

Of course a word message far,5ifies reality. Jo ono thinks that a door is

anything like the consonant and vowel sounds we use to represent it. Pictures

falsify reality too. Nobody really thinks that the padk of curettes or the

beer bottle that we see pictura in a maaazine advertisement is actually

paper...thin. And. there is a doLble falsity in the motion picture, for, as we

know, Whet is flashed on the screen is not motion at all, but a rapid succession

of still pictures. The eye mechanism being what it is wo interpret these
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successive pictures as showing what in fact they do not show: motion. This

is a good example of the relationship between ilk-caption and reality.

de must go on now to talk about language and the part it plays in the sound

motion picture. Again, we must be precise in the moaning ol our terms. By

language we mean not the language of the bees or the languktv of the flowers,

but the language of human discourse as produced by human lips and received by

husan ears. Language in this sense is a hi3hiy complex fabric of systems of

sound, of form, of order and relationship, and. of items of potential meaning.

It is a behavior pattern typical of every living hutian being that has reached

the age of three or four, although anything remotely comparable to it is totally

dirtied every other living creature. Language is often accompanied by activities

of the eye and the facial mucks, and by body movements of many kinds. Ingenious

ways of picturing the sounds of language were 'nye/1W a few thousand

years ago, and hate mightily transformed the entire hunan predicam,ent. But a

thorough knowledep of the true -nature of language is denied us until we can

perceive that, in the last analysis, all human language is redmnillto what the

lips can say ana the ears can hear. This is a sweeping, Indeed sha4tering,

admission, one that the intellectual world is as yet hardly ready to make.

Different languages can come into contact geogaphicsliy, socially, and

often in the same individual. Instruction in a second language is a deliberate

attempt to encourage this latter kind of contact. 'Mother the two languages

in question are to be separate households, dwelling under the same roof but

independently and collaborating only occasionally one with the other, or whether

the new language is to be adopted into the midst of the existing mother-tongue

family as aminor, restricted, and dominated member of it, is still..strangely

enough ..a moot profes4ional point. This question raises its tousled psycholinguistic

head. in the foreign language film that has English titles. For stadents of the

foreign language this produces a mental hodgepodge of a most disconcerting kind,

and it takes no profound inzighis into normal language behavior to see why,.

Of course the observer wants most of all to urlderstand the story. Trying to do

this in two languages interferes with understanding and. often blocks it off.

Any good. that this may do the student of the foreign langaagp is vary hay? to

discern; the harm is all too evident.
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de must not leave our discussion of the nature of lenguage without

remarking upon its division into two major areas or streams. each paralleling
the other when lesavage is in action. Jel call these ieeo areas 'code' and gmeaninge,
Cods canprises the sounds of the land alp, the forms and stn. e that the word
elements take, the patterns of ore' br and relationship in which they follow
each other in the stream of speech, and the word elements considered as bearers
of meaning. Meaning is related. to sound., form, order, and, lexieal choice at
every point. The speaker puts mee.ning into the elements of cods as he produces
language and. the hearer extracts meaning from the code as 113 listens. Now

pictures can be extremely useful in illustrating meanie; and making it precise.
But the learns/. must learn not only meaning; he must learn the coda as well if
he is to communicate in it y 42.t these are matter:, t' ,t ea..neot be pictured..
We can easily depict the difference between a tee; and. a boot or a key
and a ski, but to try to picture the production of the sonais that mice this
difference in speech is wellenifih impossible. le might ea well try to teach
a musician suppleness of the wrist or quality of tone through pictures. In
summery, we may almost say: pictures for learning the meaning of languag),
yes; pictures for learning the code of langekse, no

Language learning is in many respects lib learning music, for it involves
the training of both muscle and. mind. in nee and ccenplicded. wan. One radical
difference, however, distinguishes language from rausic. ;usic is indeed. individual
behavior, with the musician performing solo or in unlson or aceord with one
or several others. language bhavior,. in its essence, is not individual behavior
at all, but is a "dancing couple or "bombeg match" kind of behavior that seems
to be best called. dyadic. Participants in language interehaw are not relating
what they do to a pre.:arrant,e1 background pattern in a g..`keels r. the a/Ida given
key. Instead, each Is guiding his activity by whet the other does, has done,
or is about to do, and. by that may. The psychologists have not discovered this
fact about language as fit, but some date. they will, And when they do, they will
be vastly more helpful to us in language teaching than they have been up to now.

After this discussion of theoretical matters, we turn aoet to the fifth
item on our list, and. make some practice,1 sueenstions about the use of sound.
motion pictures in a foreige lenguage collrfn s raL'IT.1 as best we can to the
principles we have proposed. To begin with the language course must be set up first.
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To start out by taking a sequence of motion pictures, no matter how fine they
may be as suoh, or by diligently seeking out films alrc-mly made, then attempting
to build a language course around these presontatiOns for the eye comes about
as close to doing things upside down and backward. as could. possibly be. The

successive steps to be followed. in mastering the 3.angt.v.,ge code must be identified.
and. arrang3d in order first, throujI an entire course that takes the learner to a
point of recognized languam ccenpetence. This is a length of time running, on
the average, to three academic years at least. Only after these preparations have
been made should we turn to pictures to complement this material in establishing
appropriate meaning to accceipany code. Proceeding in this way, we may hope for
a cultural authenticity and. a psychological aptness i earning of meaning
that will neither trivialize nor complicate and. confuee the learning of code.

Secondly, we shall unaerstand the function of the sound. motion picture better
if we distinguish. between 3.ezzning and perforatance, Once a given section or
sections of code bare been learned., the motion picture as well as the tape recorder
can be used to supplement the live voice in giving the learner an opportunity to
practice with what he has acquired. But in doing this we must be sure that the
profile of sound is full and clear, and. above all that it is not masked and
clouded by the abomination of incidental rausic. Thirdly, there aro added dimensions

of meaning that develop with the use of language appropriate to persons who are
relating in a normal way to each other and. to the cultural situation in which they

are Such scenes can be presented. in a Ltniquely effective way with sound. motion
pictures, provided., of course, that the basic elements of code have been learned

first. Although the motion picture cannot engage the student in the dyadic of
lan.guage (it doesnst have the necessary blood. chemistry) it can, if rightly
prepared., provide models of unique value to the learner%

As the student passes through the sequence of phases that bring him to a
point of language competence, he of course has need, of the most carefully prepared.

materials. It is now recognized. that these can be prepared only through the

coordinated. efforts of languags teachers, aided. by the best advice and counsel

obtainable from a amber of adjacent disciplires in which language plays an important

role. These are, especially, philosophy, literature, psychology, linguistics, and

cultural antbropolor. The sound. motion picture can well become, with the collabora..

Um of able motion picture production personnel, an integral part of such materials.
It goes without saying that in pictures of this kind., the learning of languae.and. of
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meaning mIzet take precedence over eltat is theatrical, arausires, unusual, or
quaint. .blith prod; r planning. docreeentary Inas can find theirway into what we

431:"%eaare discussing, provided they are honest doementariese ) a true report of
life as it is, and are not falaified. or ,storified.c,

de arrive now at the sixth and last item en our list, the use of the sound
motion picturo in teacher training, The films that can contribute most to the
preparation of teachers nee these that show the teacher in the act of teaching.
Idelly', we would. hope for films shoring the teacher teaching the different skills,
the varieties of sentence structure, tin shaping and correction of pronunciation,
the dewsloprent of vocabulary, the creation and. writing down of zentences and9,vir5 cip.S24.03 .etete.
paraceaphsof ile would. like vo see the same teacher teaching the same class at
different levels, teaching in big classes and in small, teaching students of greater
and lesser potential as language learners, teaching students in collegeebound
courses and time not intending to go beyond. the high school, teaching pugs in
the fourth grade and in the twelfth, 'de would. like to see films shows g classroom
dynamics and the moieties of activity possible in any language class, the teaching
of word stadyg the use of the Questionnaire, the use of literary texts in classes
in which ',engage learning is the derainant purpose. would, like to see films
showing performances, such as we see at a concert or in a theatre. Also we would
like to see films that are not performances but 'honest learning sessions, such as
the rehearsals for the concert or the play that will later be given. Films for
teachers should. show not only the right thing but also, owasionally, the wrong
thing, plainly labelled as such. They should. be good. enough to be seen not only
once but many times. In all such films, what the students say should be fully
and amply recorded. Great (lave must be emercised in the editing of such films lest
the honest doounentation of what goes on in a classroom be tampered, with and falsified.
The essence of good. language teaching is to be first model, then interlocutor, then
coach or guide. Films far 'teachers should. show the teacher as all three.

final plea would. be that we not write down to, or talk down to teachers,
seetie)led

that we not con.descend., nor oversimplify, as if teachers were intellectually some..
where between their pupils and. the rest of the academic world. This has been the
tone, the eapectation, the practice in all too many books and materials prepared. for
teachers. For every teacher that I know who wants to be intellectually coadba

Ces Firrie361, axId)
and. carried. along "TadAy, like you done through the toy fair",Athere are, at the
least, ten others who welcome the challenge of row concepts and row practices
and whose arms are long enough to reach for a dictionary.


